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**Software Products**

**APEX**

We have developed a software of the APEX prototype with initial versions of OpenX. It is engineered to work with both HPX-3 and HPX-5, and integrates RCR Toolkit and TAU. Both RCR Toolkit and TAU were updated to work with APEX and support certain capabilities that APEX required. APEX has been ported to several platforms, including Edison system at NERSC. APEX is included in the XPRESS software releases. Ongoing work with APEX will interface with XPI, enhance LXX introspection, and implement more sophisticated policies, especially for multi-objective control. APEX is currently being evaluated with XPRESS project applications.

**HPX-3**

- Hartmut Kaiser; Bryce Adelstein-Lelbach; Thomas Heller; Agustín Bergé; et.al.: HPX V0.9.10: A general purpose C++ runtime system for parallel and distributed applications of any scale, Mar 2015, [http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.16302](http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.16302).
The HPX-5 runtime system directly reflects the semantic constructs of the underlying ParalleX execution model, being comprised of an active global address space, lightweight user thread management, parcels and message-driven computation, distributed processes, local control objects, and continuations. HPX-5 has focused on understanding low-level details of efficient and scalable exascale runtime implementation, including interfaces and interactions with operating systems and with hardware architecture. The initial implementation of HPX-5 relied on a two-sided, parcel-based model of communication. However, a fast, low-latency, one-sided communication mode is the current default. HPX-5 supports dynamic, distributed processes with determination detection and a flat, byte-addressable, global address space using native RDMA transport. Our implementation also supports a software based active global address space (AGAS) that allows explicit movement of blocks within the global address space.

HPX-5 0.5 was released February 2015. New features for version 0.5.0 include:

- Replaced network infrastructure
- Instrumentation interface:
  - The new instrumentation system in hpx is designed to make it easy to collect performance-related information. Among other capabilities, the instrumentation allows us to trace parcel lifecycle events (create, send, receive, run, end), put with completion send and receive events, and some scheduler events.
- Commutative associative reduction LCO:
  - This is used to perform a commutative-associative reduction across multiple compute complexes. The LCO takes as parameter monoid: common operation would be min, max, +, *, etc and a predicate which guards the LCO.
- SSSP application KLA support:
  - The idea of KLA within SSSP is to proceed with the active vertices within current k-level and process them asynchronously. Once that step is done (which is called superstep in KLA paradigm), we can start with the next k level and so on until the algorithm is finished.
- hpx_call to work with hpx_parcel_send_through():
  - The hpx call interfaces were extended to work with hpx_parcel_send_through(), which delays parcel delivery until an LCO has been sent.

Improvements from the latest version include:

- Typed hpx_bcast() with variadic arguments.
- hpx_run() to support typed actions
- Setting up CI on BigRed2
- Updated the option parsing infrastructure.
- The API to allocate an array of LCO local to the calling locality.
- Experimental support for --hpx-dbgs-waitonsegv.
**Kitten Lightweight Kernel**

The Kitten lightweight kernel\(^1\) is the basis for the development of the Lightweight eXascale Kernel (LXK) in the XPRESS project. Kitten continues to be actively developed as part of the XPRESS and Hobbes projects. As a research prototype, no formal releases of Kitten are made.

**Open MPI**

University of Houston’s research team are long-time contributors to the Open MPI software project. For the XPRESS project, they have added support to use HPX as a runtime layer for Open MPI. It currently uses the HPX runtime environment for startup and communication through the TCP/IP transport module, although some details with respect to the integration of memory allocators and the internal utilization of threads in Open MPI still have to be worked out. Support for other network transports, specifically InfiniBand and shared memory, are currently being actively worked on. Open MPI is also able to use the native SLURM startup through HPX.

**OMPTX**

Chapman’s research team developed OMPTX, an OpenMP runtime based on HPX which shares the same ABI as the newly open-sourced Intel OpenMP runtime. This runtime has been adopted in existing compilers from Intel, GNU, PathScale, and Clang, and support within OpenUH is underway. The ability to use OMPTX as a drop-in replacement for the Intel OpenMP runtime facilitates experimentation in running OpenMP programs with HPX. The Intel OpenMP Runtime interface and a number of the compilers which use it support OpenMP 4.0, allowing us to experiment with implementation of newer OpenMP features within the proposed software infrastructure.

**Profugus**

The Profugus mini-application (mini-app)\(^2\) is a set of computational kernels extracted from the Exnihilo particle transport code package at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)\(^3\). Exnihilo provides advanced transport solvers and associated front-ends that are applicable to a wide-range of nuclear technology applications including reactor neutronics, shielding, criticality safety, dosimetry, fusion component analysis, and others. The resulting problem-specific complexity in the various front-ends, the dependence on a wide range of third-party libraries (TPL), and, most importantly, export control makes Exnihilo a difficult platform to share among computer scientists and hardware engineers. To overcome these limitations and to provide a means to collaborate across fields, we have developed the Profugus mini-app. The goal of Profugus is to provide open-source kernels that effectively capture the algorithmic features of the full Exnihilo applications. In this manner more effective connections can be established between applications developers and Xpress researchers.

The extracted kernels from Exnihilo are a simplified PN (SPN) solver and Monte Carlo method. The common features for both kernels are:

---

\(^1\) Kitten, [https://github.com/ktpedre/kitten](https://github.com/ktpedre/kitten), 2015

\(^2\) Profugus, [http://ornl-ees.github.io/Profugus](http://ornl-ees.github.io/Profugus), 2015

\(^3\) Exnihilo Overview, [http://www.casl.gov/Exnihilo.shtml](http://www.casl.gov/Exnihilo.shtml), 2015
can be executed in both fixed-source and eigenvalue modes
supports same suite of Trilinos linear solvers as Exnihilo
XML-driven input allows easy generation of simplified reactor and shielding problems that effectively captures the solver complexity
generic material cross section libraries are provided that capture the salient physics of reactor simulations

The SPN implementation in Profugus uses a 2nd-order finite volume discretization on three-dimensional regular Cartesian grids. It uses both Arnoldi and generalized Davidson eigensolvers through Trilinos’ Anasazi package\(^4\) and provides a native power iteration implementation. Numerous linear solvers are accessible through the Trilinos Stratimikos interface. The spatial parallelism is geometric domain decomposition.

The Profugus Monte Carlo kernel provides a complete random walk algorithm that uses simplified multigroup physics to model particle interactions. It contains a simplified tally (history scoring) system that supports both \(k\)-eigenvalue calculations and path-length flux. The geometry is consistent with the SPN front-end and provides a simple model for describing reactor-like configurations. The kernel provides a subset of the full Exnihilo Monte Carlo parallel options. In Profugus the problem state is replicated across all domains and particle histories are decomposed.

The Exnihilo Monte Carlo algorithm utilized MIMD (multiple instruction, multiple data) concurrency. These methods have worked very efficiently on traditional CPU-based hardware with message-passing based parallel communication (MPI). Next generation hardware, in which on node concurrency will be provided by heterogeneous devices (e.g. GPUs), will require more SIMT (single instruction, multiple thread) type algorithms. We have implemented a simplified Monte Carlo linear solver algorithm in Profugus to use a SIMT algorithm to test the applicability of these approaches\(^5\).

**Software Kernels (in progress)**

- Particle-in-cell (PIC) proxy code suite and run information available on NERSC used for modeling of Fusion Plasma, Accelerators, and High-Powered lasers
- Proxy Versions of Warp (Warpcore) with LLNL, LBL
- Proxy Version of Pseudo-Spectral Solver with LBL
- OpenMP and HPX translated versions of UCLA PIC codes
- GTC versions (with IU, PPPL, NERSC)
- Suite of proxy codes for data applications and image processing:
  - MBO: Merriman-Bence-Osher (MBO) scheme for graph-based methods (with UCLA)
  - Nystrom Method (with UCLA)

---

\(^4\) Trilinos, [http://trilinos.org](http://trilinos.org), 2015

\(^5\) We have tested device-based parallelism using the Trilinos Kokkos framework in Profugus
Databases
TAUdb
We use the TAUdb performance database to store performance results from experiments. However, the databases are primarily for internal use only.

Technologies or Techniques
APEX
The University of Oregon is developing an Autonomic Performance Environment for eXascale (APEX) that is integrated in the XPRESS OpenX software stack, primarily at the HPX runtime layer. APEX is designed to support performance introspection and adaptation through policy-based mechanisms. The introspection lay utilizes both event-based and asynchronous observation. It interfaces with the TAU Performance System for event-level measurement and the RCR Toolkit to capture lower-level information about the system resources, energy, and health. APEX conducts in situ analytics to process the information in real time. APEX policies are rules that decide on outcomes based on introspected state. Policies are registered at startup and can be triggered from introspection analysis or run periodically to look at APEX state. Callback functions are invoked in consequence to the policy rules. The main objective of APEX is to enable runtime adaption across the OpenX stack by connecting online performance observation and decision analytics with policy-driven actuators.
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the International Conference for High Performance Computing, Networking, Storage and Analysis (SC14), 2014.